As a key link in image stitching, image registration based on maximum mutual information does not need any preprocess and has a high degree of automation and high registration accuracy, which thus attracted widespread attention. Optimization search in image registration process is easy to fall into local minima leading to the wrong registration parameters. This paper presents a method to build image pyramid based on wavelet transformation and uses swarm intelligence classical particle swarm optimization method to adjust its parameters with the mutual information and multiresolution series. Experiments show that this method can effectively avoid local minima and can find the optimal registration transformation by finite optimization iterations. Performance of this proposed algorithm is better than the traditional multi-resolution method and its computational efficiency is higher than that of simulated annealing optimization method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image based rendering (IBR) has been the most important and rapid developed techniques in the computer graphics and virtual reality fields these years. Image stitching which is one of the hot topics of IBR also becomes research interests of many researchers in the image processing and computer vision fields. It is application covers the areas of virtual scene construction, remote sensing, medical image and military affairs etc. However, there are still some difficult issues need to be studied further, included new optimization methods for image registration, new accelerating methods for image stitching etc [1] [2] . Image stitching is used to improve the visual filed of common camera which can not shoot a wide panoramic image once. Image stitching is the art of registering and stitching some overlapped pictures into a bigger one, which is a high-resolution image with large visual angle, the whole information of multiple images and good visual effect. Image stitching is an important research issue and it has been widely used in virtual reality, video compression, video index, and so on.
Image stitching involves two main steps registration and fusion [3] [4] [5] . Core issue of registration is how we use the principle of similarity of adjacent images overlap region to solve the space transform relationship between the two images. In previous studies image registration is divided into two types of automatic and semi-automatic method [6] . Automatic method is based on the registration of gray, including the mean difference, the maximum cross-correlation, invariant moments, frequency domain, wavelet transform and a common drawback of these methods is more sensitive to grayscale change, especially light change will reduce the performance of the registration algorithm. In recent years, maximum mutual information image registration method proposed by Mase and Collignon has attracted widespread attention in the international. The gray-scale image can be regarded as a random variable and the mutual information is a measure of the similarity of two random variables. When the corresponding pixels of the matching images are the same, the gray scale information reaches the maximum. This method does not require any manual intervention and have a good robustness characteristic. The image registration process is a function optimization process and the present study shows that the objective function is not smooth, which easily leads to local minima, and make maximum mutual information optimization process difficult to find the global optimum and make images mismatch [7] [8] [9] . In function optimization process, the argument of the function is spatial transformation parameters such as the image rotation, translation and the dependent variable is the similarity of the overlap portion of the image. In order to achieve the image mosaic, three problems should be solved, the choice of the similarity standard, the design of the registration area selection and optimization algorithms.
The image registration extent is measured by the similarity criteria [10] . Cross-correlation and mutual information criterion based on the gradation value are obtained by calculation of the statistical characteristic quantities of the image. When the two images are the same in essence, the cross-correlation and mutual information will achieve maximum value. Mutual information has greater noise immunity than the crosscorrelation and mutual information has sharper crest near the optimal point, which helps optimization algorithm fast converge. So this paper takes mutual information as criteria of similarity evaluation which use maximum mutual information and optimization algorithm to realize image stitching adaptively.
There are many algorithms solving mutual information which include interpolation and optimization. Average error of nearest neighbor method with a small amount of calculation and a certain precision is half of sampling interval and scanning line interval, which is a simple and effective method and drawback is that after processing the image gray level has obvious discreteness. Linear interpolation algorithm avoids the drawback of gray discontinuity of nearest neighbor point method, but it will increase the new gray scale and tiny change of space transformation parameters will cause the edge probability to produce unpredictable change and lead to mutual information calculation inaccurate. Partial volume distribution is beneficial to optimization search and small increment of space transformation makes change of mutual information smoother. However, partial volume distribution may make the mutual information function in local minima [23] [24] . For partial volume distribution exists local extremum and interferes accuracy of image registration, this paper puts forward an optimization strategy for mutual information registration method. This method combines improved particle swarm algorithm and multi-resolution analysis based on wavelet decomposition strategy. Particle swarm algorithm is easy to jump out local extremum and obtain the global optimal solution and image multi-resolution analysis can effectively improve the registration speed, so we can calculate optimal transformation parameter and achieve the ideal effect of registration.
In the next section, we introduce principle of mutual information [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In Section III we propose an algorithm based on maximum mutual information and particle swarm optimization [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In Section IV, In order to check effectiveness of different image stitching algorithm, we design an experiment. In Section V we conclude the paper and give some remarks.
II. OVERVIEW OF MUTUAL INFORMATION

A. Entropy
For random variable A , probability distribution function is () Pa and its entropy () HA is calculated by (1) .
For gray scale image, the more the gradation is, the more scattered the image pixel gray value, and the greater the entropy value. Entropy is a measure of the histogram shape, when the image histogram has one or a plurality of spikes, entropy is generally small. If the histogram is relatively flat, entropy is large.
B. Combination Entropy
Combination entropy is statistical magnitude used to detect correlation of random variable A and B . For two random variables A and B , there joint probability distribution function is ( , ) AB P a b , then combination entropy is ( , )
When two images are mismatched, joint gray level histogram of the two images is discrete. At this time combination entropy can be taken as a measure of discrete degree and two images are registered by minimal combination entropy.
C. Mutual Information
For two random variables A and B , their entropy is () HA and () HB and combination entropy is ( , )
So you can use generalized distance between joint probability distribution and complete probability distribution of two variables as a similarity measure between the variables which is mutual information. Mutual information of random variable A and B is shown in (4) . 
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III. IMAGE STITCHING ALGORITHM BASED ON MUTUAL INFORMATION
A. Principle of Algorithm
When translation ( , ) xy tt and rotation ()  exist between each image. () T  transformation model can be expressed as (9) .
In order to determine optimal transformation () T  , , xy tt,  should be solved. In order to complete image stitching of image ( , ) f x y and image ( , ) s x y , space transformation relationship should be solved to make similarity of two images maximum according to given similarity criterion. Space mapping can be expressed as (10) .
 is similarity measure and
T is space mapping. The principle of mutual information as the similarity measure for registration is when the two images having the same structure achieve the best match, mutual information corresponding to the image feature should be maximized which is shown in (11) [14] .
arg max ( ( , ), ( , )) arg max ( ( , ), ( ( , ))).
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Two images registration evaluation standard can be thought of as finding a best transformation T  . So the registration process is transformed to solve optimal values of six parameters of space transformation. Image alignment based on the maximum mutual information is a multi-parameter optimization process. For image registration mutual information is proportional to the size of the overlap area of the two images [15] . When the optimized value of spatial transformation has changed, the overlap area will be changed. So using the normalized mutual information can reflect the change of registration function   and (12) gives a representation of the normalized mutual information [16] .
a and b are two images to be registered. Process of image stitching algorithm proposed by this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly computation of the similarity function can be reduced through the automatic selection of registration area of adjacent images. Six transformation parameters is optimized by calculating mutual information through a global optimization algorithm and local search algorithm, until the optimal solution is obtained. Finally the registered image is synthesized. Image stitching method based on gray level usually compares all the overlap of adjacent images in order to get transformation parameters corresponding to maximum similarity. It can be found in the experiment that operation time of similarity function largely depends on the size of the image areas. In order to increase the speed of image registration in the actual application as far as possible registration area should be chosen reasonably under the condition of accurate registration. 2 f is obtained after rotation of  angel and translation of ( , ) xy tt . 21 ( , ) ( cos sin , sin cos
).
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Fourier transform domain can reflect image translation and rotation. Fourier transform was carried out on the two images which is shown in (14) .
( cos sin , sin cos ).
3 f is obtained after rotation of 0   and sample of 2 f . There exists little rotation between 3 f and 1 f , translation transformation T between 1 f and 2 f can be evaluated by 3 f and 1 f . 13 
In (15)  represents convolution and at last normalized mutual power spectrum expression is (16) . 
This function is not 0 at ( , ) xy tt and is 0 at other positions. In actual application there are some point with the value of non-zero because of noise interference, so we adopt maximum position and obtain evaluation value 0 T of T , which can determine registration area of two images.
B. Optimization Algorithm of Mutual Information
The essence of image registration based on maximum mutual information is to search six space transformation parameters when mutual information is the largest. So the calculation method of ( , ) MI A B refers to accuracy of transformation parameter and registration of image.
Multi-resolution analysis is signal and image processing technology in recent years, because of the frequency division property in transform domain, the image is decomposed into approximation signals and detail signal of different scales. So multi-resolution analysis can reflect the local characteristics of the original image, which provides favorable condition for image analysis and processing. The approximate signals of different scales are called multi-resolution image. Due to the shape similar to a pyramid, it is called image pyramid. We adopt image pyramid based on wavelet decomposition. 0 { ( , )} C m n is two-dimensional image, the following formula can be used for wavelet decomposition, when scale function and wavelet function are given. h represents horizontal high frequency image, v represents vertical high frequency image and d represents diagonal direction high frequency image. Image multi-resolution analysis is to do wavelet decomposition on image through a set of low-pass and high-pass filter, then continues to the next dimension of decomposition for every layer of low-frequency image to establish image pyramid.
Search space is d dimension. The potential optimal solution of image transform parameters are taken as a particle in the search space. Six transformation parameters constitute six dimension target search space. Initial state is made up of m number of particles, which constitutes a swarm 12 { , , , } m X
x x x 
. Position of the ith particle is 1 2 6 ( , , , )
According to i x we can calculate its fitness value, which is mutual information value of two images used to determine advantage and disadvantage of i x . The speed of the i-th particle is 1 2 6 ( , , , )
and optimal position searched up to now is 1 2 6 ( , , , )
. Global optimal position searched up to now is 1 2 6 ( , , , )
. Speed and position is changed according to (21) and (22) respectively.
( 1) ( ) ( 1) .
1, 2, ,6 d  , 1, 2, , im  , t is current evolution generation. 1 r and 2 r is random number belonging to [0, 1] . 1 c and 2 c are acceleration constants which are learning factors. Moving direction of particle is determined by three parts including original speed of their own, experienced best distance id id px  of their own, and experienced best distance of the population gd id px  . Equation (19) is improved and its is shown as (23) [25] .
w is a negative number called inertia weight, which controls impact of the previous speed to the current speed and make it has a tendency to expand the search space. It can adjust the global and local optimization ability of PSO algorithm [26] . Studies have shown that when w value is bigger, it is easy to jump out of local search, and strengthen the global optimization ability. Conversely the smaller w value is beneficial to the local optimization ability enhancement and makes global optimization ability weaker.
Because calculation of mutual information consumes much time, aiming at the effects of w value for optimization and improving the search speed, the multiresolution analysis and PSO algorithm are combined. The PSO algorithm is improved as follows.
1.4 w at  and a is a adjusting factor which is used to make sure that w decreases linearly with iteration times. Suitable seeds can be obtained in the early stage of the search with strong global search ability and after each iteration combining multi-resolution analysis for a local optimization ensures that the solution speed and precision is improved.
Step 1. Initialize particle swarm. Set initial position i x and initial speed i v of each particle.
Step 2. Calculate fitness value of each particle which is mutual information of two images.
Step 3. For each particle, compare its fitness value with fitness value of its experienced best position id p . If its fitness value is better, update id p .
Step 4. For each particle, compare its fitness value with fitness value of the whole particle swarm experienced best position gd p . If its fitness value is better, update gd p .
Step 5. Change the speed and position of the particle according to (22 and (23) .
Step 6. If it meets the ending condition, algorithm stops. Otherwise it turns to step 2 to go on.
Process of using the improved PSO with multiresolution decomposition method to solve the space transform parameters are as follows.
Step 1. Determine registration area of the two images.
Step 2. Wavelet decomposition of the image
Step 3. Current level image after decomposition is taken as the input image
Step 4. Carry out optimization search using improved PSO algorithm.
Step 5. If it searches the bottom level of the image decomposition, output optimal transformation parameters. Otherwise turns to step 3.
After completing space transformation solution between adjacent images, we need to stitch the whole image sequence together to get an image of wide angle of view. The calculation of image sequence motion parameters is as follows, which is the first step.
When image sequence is integrated, you can select an image in a sequence of image as a benchmark image, and other images take this as a benchmark coordinate to carry out the corresponding space motion parameter transformation. After certain transformation between images, simply joining together of image will produce obvious seam. In order to eliminate splicing gap, the two images pixel value can synthesis to the new image according to certain weight in the overlapping area of the images. On one scan line, if image f and image ' f overlap in area 12 [ , ] xx , value of some pixel
x of the new fusion image " f in this area is shown as (26) . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify performance of proposed method based on improved particle swarm optimization and multi-resolution analysis, we design analog stitching experiment. Two images are intercepted as the images to be spliced, and record the actual angle of rotation and translation deviation, then plus Gaussian noise to two images to simulate noise of all kinds of scene images. Mean value of Gaussian noise is 0 and variance is 0.01. Eight group of images are intercepted respectively from Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 which are 256 256  pixels. We do 24 experiments for different translation and angle of rotation. The angular deviation is from -8 degree to +8 degree, and the translation amount is from 100 pixels to + 100 pixels. TABLE I is stitching result of Fig. 2 using multi-resolution analysis. TABLE II is stitching result of Fig. 2 using simulated annealing. TABLE III is stitching result of Fig. 2 using proposed algorithm. TABLE IV is stitching result of Fig. 3 using multi-resolution analysis. TABLE V is stitching result of Fig. 3 using simulated annealing. TABLE VI is stitching result of Fig. 3 using proposed algorithm. TABLE VII is stitching result of Fig.  4 using multi-resolution analysis. TABLE VIII is stitching result of Fig. 4 using simulated annealing. TABLE IX is stitching result of Fig. 4 using proposed algorithm. Unit of error is pixel and unit of calculation time is second.
From TABLE I to TABLE III corresponding to Fig. 2 , we can see that average of translation registration error of proposed algorithm is 1.14 pixel, average of translation registration error of multi-resolution is 3.6 pixel and average of translation registration error of simulated annealing is 1.57 pixel. Translation registration error of proposed algorithm is less than that of multi-resolution analysis and is also less than that of simulated annealing. Average of rotation registration error of proposed algorithm is 0.23 pixel, which is equal to that of simulated annealing. Average of rotation registration error of multi-resolution is 1.16 pixel, which is bigger than that of proposed algorithm. Calculation time of proposed algorithm is 28.76 seconds, calculation time of multi-resolution is 22.19 seconds and calculation time of simulated annealing is 32.83 seconds. Calculation time of proposed algorithm is less than that of multi-resolution analysis and is also less than that of simulated annealing. From TABLE IV to TABLE VI corresponding to Fig.  3 , we can see that average of translation registration error of proposed algorithm is 1.63 pixel, average of translation registration error of multi-resolution is 2.61 pixel and average of translation registration error of simulated annealing is 1.98 pixel. Translation registration error of proposed algorithm is less than that of multi-resolution analysis and is also less than that of simulated annealing. Average of rotation registration error of proposed algorithm is 0.15 pixel, average of rotation registration error of multi-resolution is 1.14 pixel and average of rotation registration error of simulated annealing is 0.25 pixel. Average of rotation registration error of proposed algorithm is is less than that of multi-resolution analysis and is also less than that of simulated annealing. Calculation time of proposed algorithm is 23.99 seconds, calculation time of multi-resolution is 21.89 seconds and calculation time of simulated annealing is 26.18 seconds. Calculation time of proposed algorithm is bigger than that of multi-resolution analysis and is less than that of simulated annealing. From TABLE VII to TABLE IX corresponding to Fig.  4 , we can see that average of translation registration error of proposed algorithm is 1.47 pixel, average of translation registration error of multi-resolution is 3.13 pixel and average of translation registration error of simulated annealing is 1.74 pixel. Translation registration error of proposed algorithm is less than that of multi-resolution analysis and is also less than that of simulated annealing. Average of rotation registration error of proposed algorithm is 0.18 pixel, average of rotation registration error of multi-resolution is 1.05 pixel and average of rotation registration error of simulated annealing is 0.25 pixel. Average of rotation registration error of proposed algorithm is less than that of multi-resolution analysis and is also less than that of simulated annealing. Calculation time of proposed algorithm is 20.22 seconds, calculation time of multi-resolution is 17.57 seconds and calculation time of simulated annealing is 23.02 seconds. Calculation time of proposed algorithm is bigger than that of multiresolution analysis and is less than that of simulated annealing.
Not only performance of image stitching algorithm is significantly better than the traditional multi-resolution direct search method, but also it improves the computational efficiency of simulated annealing optimization method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As the precision and automatic degree of image mosaic suffers from the algorithm of image registration, A new image stitching optimization method based on maximum mutual information is presented in this thesis. The main idea of the new method is to combine PSO algorithm with wavelet multi-resolution strategy and parameters of PSO are adapted along with the resolution of the images.
The experiments show that this method can avoid registration process to get stuck into local extremes in image interpolation operations and obtain sub-pixel registration accuracy in process of image stitching. 
